
Parade Instructions: VEHICLES

Arrival 
Entry begins at 7:30. ALL UNITS MUST BE IN PLACE BY 9:30. 

1. Arrival: ALL VEHICLE ENTRIES WILL ENTER FROM HOPKINS and turn south onto CM Allen. 
There will be a check-in station just south of the intersection. STAY IN YOUR VEHICLE. 

2. Check-In: The marshals there will check you in, give you your number, and send you to your 
assigned line-up position. We will not be giving that information ahead of time to allow for last 
minute changes. 

3. Line-Up: You will be directed to your line-up. There will be marshals on CM Allen with signs for 
blocks of numbers. The higher entry numbers will be on the left hand side of the street. 

4. ALL DECORATING SHOULD BE FINISHED BY 9:45!!!! The parade MUST step off on time. When 
the first entry steps off, the others need to follow immediately so we do not get spread out and leave 
gaps. 

Step Off Instructions
Lines will tighten up at 9:50 Parade time: 10 AM Step-Off

We MUST start on time.
1. We will “tighten up” 9:50, All drivers must be in the driver’s seat and all passengers in place at 

that time. We will be directing you to move forward to take up extra space at that time. We need to 
start with no gaps to move smoothly. After tightening up, PLEASE stay in vehicles. 

2. Step-off is AT 10 AM SHARP!!! The right side of CM Allen will leave first. The first unit on the left 
side will fall in to line after the last one on the right side, so there will be some wait time. 

On The Parade Route
1. Gap: Leave only a 1-2 car length gap between entries. 
2. Trains: They are almost as much a part of life in San Marvelous as the mermaid is. 

1. Trains do not run on any schedule so we have very little warning. 
2. We will have spotters watching for oncoming trains. When one enters the area and will impact 

the parade, the whole parade will stop even if you are past the train. If we do not stop the whole 
parade, it gets broken up. PLEASE Keep dancing / playing / waving. After our first two years, 
the “Mermaid Train Stop” is part of our unique parade. Follow the directions of the marshal. 
Even if you could cross the tracks when they are stopping you, please do not.  

3. Noise: Obviously we want excitement and entertainment such as music, cheers, etc. We will NOT, 
however, allow steady blowing of horns OR speeches of any nature. 

4. Detour from last year: Construction on North CM Allen means we turn on Edward Gary (by The 
Local) and then left onto Hopkins at The Yellow Store. 

5. The parade ends at Hopkins and CM Allen. Vehicle entries should turn south onto CM Allen and 
head back to the general area where you met to unload and tear down / secure your float for the trip 
home. 




